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We don’t know how long the pandemic will alter and interfere with our lives.  For the next several weeks this publication will contain what certain 

“thinkers” predict how society will be reordered permanently.  The opinions expressed herein are not necessarily shared by the editorial staff. 

 

Today – “Science Reigns Again” and “Congress Can Finally Go Virtual.” 

 

“Science Reigns Again” by Sonja Trauss, executive director of YIMBY law. 

 

Truth and its most popular emissary, science, have been declining in credibility for more than a generation.  As Obi-Wan Kenobi told us in Return 

of the Jedi, “You’re going to find that many of the truths we cling to depend greatly on our own point of view.”  In 2005, Stephen Colbert coined 

the term “truthiness” to describe the increasingly fact-lite political discourse.  Americans are being reacquainted with scientific concepts like germ 

theory and exponential growth.  At least for the next 35 years, I think we can expect that public respect for expertise in public health and 

epidemics to be at least partially restored. 

 

“Congress Can Finally Go Virtual. By Ethan Zuckerman, associate professor of the practice in media arts and sciences at MIT, director of the 

Center for Civic Media and author of Digital Cosmopolitans: Why We Think The Internet Connects Us, Why It Doesn’t, And How To Rewire It  

 

Coronavirus is going to force many institutions to go virtual.  One that would greatly benefit from the change is the U.S. Congress.  We need 

Congress to continue working through this crisis, but given advice to limit gatherings to 10 people or fewer, meeting on the floor of the House of 

Representatives is not an especially wise option right now; at least two members of Congress already have tested positive for the virus.  

 

Instead, this is a great time for congresspeople to return to their districts and start the process of virtual legislating—permanently. Not only is this 

move medically necessary at the moment, but it has ancillary benefits. Lawmakers will be closer to the voters they represent and more likely to be 

sensitive to local perspectives and issues. A virtual Congress is harder to lobby, as the endless parties and receptions that lobbyists throw in 

Washington will be harder to replicate across the whole nation. Party conformity also might loosen with representatives remembering local 

loyalties over party ties. 

 

In the long run, a virtualized Congress might help us tackle one of the great problems of the contemporary House of Representatives: 

reapportionment and expansion. The House has not grown meaningfully in size since the 1920s, which means that a representative, on average, 

speaks for 770,000 constituents, rather than the 30,000 the Founding Fathers mandated. If we demonstrate that a virtual Congress can do its job 

as well or better using 21st-century technologies, rather than 18th-century ones, perhaps we could return the house to the 30,000:1 ratio George 

Washington prescribed. 

 

 

Since we are not able to hold our regular weekly meetings at this time we need to keep in touch with everyone.  Please keep us informed of 

anything that is happening to you or your families or if you have any needs and how we can help you.  We need to stay connected with each other 

during this COVID-19 pandemic.  There is no reason we can’t continue the camaraderie we had and still have.  Sharing will help us remain a 

close-knit Rotary ‘family’.  Everyone stay safe!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
WELCOME TO ROTARY! 

 

RYAN FRENCH, CLUB PRESIDENT    MEETINGS: KANNAPOLIS TRAIN STATION, 201 SOUTH MAIN STREET,  

BETH TROTTER, DISTRICT GOVERNOR, DISTRICT 7680   KANNAPOLIS, NC 28081 BEGINNING PROMPTLY AT 12:00 NOON 

MARK DANIEL MALONEY, ROTARY INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT  MAILING ADDRESS:  PO BOX 865, KANNAPOLIS, NC 28082 

*****************************    TO SUBMIT INFORMATION FOR THE KANNAPOLIS ROTARIAN, CONTACT A CLUB 

 WWW.KANNAPOLISROTARY.COM      OFFICER OR E-MAIL WALLY SAFRIT AT WSAFRIT@KANNAPOLISNC.GOV 

FOLLOW “KANNAPOLIS ROTARY CLUB” ON FACEBOOK 

THIS WEEK: 

 

BIRTHDAYS :    MEMBERSHIP ANNIVERSARIES WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES : 

 

June 1 – Ron Bresett   June 1 – Troy Day, 45 years            June 3 - Philip & Donna Belfield, 20 years 

     June 1 – Wally Safrit, 42 years  June 5 - Rick & Michelle Meeks 

      

           


